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 He attempts to remove it by hijacking the computer, but it is too late, because in the process, he accidentally downloads it on his device. The file begins to spread its seeds, stealing other files and infecting any device that touches it, eventually leading to the time of destruction. Noogai and the other Viruses Two months after Noogai's discovery, an even more powerful virus, the, begins to spread.
The.BOT files are programmed to cause anyone who touches it to become obsessed with it. After a week of brainwashing and constant bombardment of song and sound, the people are forced to listen to an ever-increasing number of songs. Once the infected person reaches its saturation point, the song becomes unbearable, so they must turn it off. However, the song becomes so loud and heavy that it
drives them insane and kills them, except for the Ten Viruses. The people who are not infected by the.BOT virus, being too strong to succumb to it, become the Ten Viruses. One of the Ten Viruses is Noogai, who is addicted to the music. Through his mind control, the other Viruses cause a phenomenon called the "" (Japanese: "peace"). This entails the people being relaxed and having a good time in

peace, but the Ten Viruses use the "peace" to start up several massive " wars." During the wars, the virus-addicted population is drugged into insanity and kills themselves for the pleasure of the Viruses. However, some people survive the war and die from the "peace", making them the final 10 Viruses. Viruses The Ten Viruses are as follows: was discovered by Noogai during a high school project.
After the discovery, she began to rule over the school with an iron fist. However, she was defeated by Noogai and her dark side disappeared. was discovered by another student in Noogai's class,. He was infected by Noogai's Virus and became obsessed with it. He was able to create his own by combining other viruses. He was defeated and the world was saved by Takami when he used the phrase "

Peace." was the Vice-Principal of Noogai's High School and a top-ranking Japanese security expert. However, her obsession with the Viruses ultimately led to her downfall. She was defeated by Noogai when she realized her mistake and confessed to him. was discovered by, 82157476af
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